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Nahl Pubs.
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SERIES
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Semerkand Pubs.
Turkey

Nahl Pubs.
Iran
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Slovenia

Ana Pol Pubs
Iran
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Arabic translation of “A Glimpse of Iran’s Literary Past”
introduced at Baghdad book fair
An Arabic translation of prominent Iranian historian Abdolhossein
Zarrinkub’s “A Glimpse of Iran’s Literary Past” has been introduced during
a special meeting by its Iranian publisher at the 22nd Iraq International Book
Fair in Baghdad.

The book has been translated at the Alhoda International Cultural,
Artistic and Publishing Institute in Tehran. The publisher released
the original Persian version of the book in 1996.
The significance of the book refers to its deep insight into the mutual
influence of the Persian and Arabic languages. There have been
two theories about the mutual impacts of the Persian and Arabic
languages; some have said that the Persian language has been
totally inspired by the Arabic language, and others believe that the
Arabic language is deeply indebted to the Persian language.
His translation (“Min Madi al-Adab al-Irani”) won third prize at
the Sixth Sheikh Hamad Awards for Translation and International Understanding (SHATIU) in Doha, Qatar, in 2020.

Baghdad International Book Fair 2021 to be held
The 22nd Baghdad International Book Fair will open with the participation of 228 publishing houses from 14 Arab and other countries
including Iran's Book and Literature House tomorrow and will last for 10 days. 

Iran's Book and Literature House, Abrar Moaseran International Institute, Irans Cultural Attaché to Baghdad, and other
publishers from our country will attend the event.
Over 1000 books on various subjects
including religion, Iranology, Persian classic
and contemporary literature, the Sacred
Defense, children, and young adults will be
presented by Iranian publishers such as AlMustafa Society, Iran's Center for Intellectual
Development of Children and Young
Adults; Iranian Organization of Research
and Composing Textbooks on Humanities
(SAMT) will be displayed at the event.
Baghdad International Book Fair 2021 will
witness accompanying cultural events,
cultural and artistic seminars, book signing
parties, poetry evenings, discussion tables,
and seminars covering various titles with the
participation of local, Arab and foreign cultural, artistic, and political figures, as well as holding various art exhibitions.
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Iran, China sign MoU on translating and publishing
classic literature
A memorandum of understanding (MoU) for the translation and publication of Chinese and Iranian classic works of literature was inked by
the representatives of the two countries on Tuesday.

The MoU was signed between the Islamic Culture and
Relations Organization (ICRO) of Iran and the National
Publishing Office of the People's Republic of China, IRNA
reported.
According to the memorandum, both sides have agreed to
jointly translate and publish 50 classic works of literature
from the two countries in five years to provide more
invaluable spiritual and cultural materials for the readers of
the two nations.
This year marks the 50th anniversary of the establishment
of diplomatic relations between China and Iran. The two
sides enjoy a long history and exchanges between the two
countries in varied fields are fruitful.
The event is of prime importance for boosting cultural and
human exchanges between the two countries and will open
a new chapter in the exchanges of Chinese and Iranian civilizations.

Iranian Illustrator at Ukrainian COW Design Fest
Iranian book illustrator Ghazal Fathollahi has been selected one the 10 best illustrators of the COW International Design Festival in
Ukraine. 

Fathollahi has been picked for her work in 'You're a Tourist'
by Sharzad Shahrjerdi which is centered on the story of a
brother and a sister who are forced to leave their home as
well as their country and travel across the world.
To withstand the journey ahead, the brother who is older
puts his hat on his sister’s head and calls her a tourist and
their journey for survival sets off.
'You're a Tourist' was published in 2019 by the children and
young adults department of Fatemi Publishing (Touti).
Earlier in 2018, Iranian book illustrators Narjes Mohammadi
and Mohammad-Hossein Matak were selected at COW
International Design Festival.
The festival is held in various categories Illustration, Book
Design, Graphic Design, Product Design, Interior Design
and Fashion Design.
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Sharjah Children’s Book Illustration
Exhibition to hang works by Iranian artists
Works by eight Iranian artists have been selected to be showcased at the Sharjah Children’s Book Illustration Exhibition.

Mohammad-Ali Bani-Asadi will be competing at the exhibition with his works for the book “Birds and the Sky” written by
Farideh Farjam.
Published by Iran’s Institute for Intellectual Development Children and Young Adults, the book teaches children to tolerate
differences. They can also learn not to accept coercion.
The story of the book is set on a summer day as a flock of birds living together in peace decide to leave their nests to
search for food. However, a group of other birds having a bell around their necks force them not to leave their nests.
Works by Mohamad-Hossein (Mason) Matak have also been selected for the exhibition.
He was among the 12 winners of the Illustrators of the Future Contest in the U.S. city of Los Angeles in 2020 for his
illustrations for the book “Machucheh and Crow” written by Iranian writer Afsaneh Shaban-nejad.
Negin Ehtesabian, Haleh Qorbani, Hassan Amekan, Ali Buzari, Nushin Sadeqian and Mojgan Saeidian-Asl are other
Iranian illustrators participating in the showcase, which will run until May 29.
Given the importance of illustrators’ role in adding vitality and vigor to children’s books, Sharjah Children's Reading Festival
launched the Sharjah Children’s Book Illustration Exhibition in 2012 with the aim of highlighting the magnificent illustrations
that can be seen in many outstanding children’s publications.

Turkish translation of Claire Jobert collection of Quran
stories reviewed
A Turkish translation of a collection of stories that the Tehran-based French writer and illustrator Claire Jobert (Joubert) has created based
on Quranic concepts was reviewed during an online session.

The collection entitled “A Fiction with Quranic Concept” is composed of eight books published by Nar Cocuk, a major
Turkish publishing house for children’s books.
The review session organized by the Iran Book and Literature House was attended by Jobert, translator Milad Salmani, and
Nar director Tayfur Esen.
Safekeeping, truthfulness, donation, and several other Quranic concepts have been introduced through stories to children in
this collection.
The collection includes “The Secret of the Centipede”, “Say So”, “Grumpy Hippo”, “Meatball Competition”, “Peace
Soup”, “Deposited Cake”, “What’s up?” and “Red Apple”.
Jobert is also the writer of “In Search of God”, “God’s Cookies”, “Goodbye, Old Raccoon”, “The Little Mouse’s Prayer”,
“The Stories of the Little Green Lizard” and “The Most Trustworthy Friend”.
She was born in Paris in May 1961 and was brought up in a Christian family. She
converted to Islam at the age of nineteen and immigrated to Iran when she got
married.
She illustrates her stories herself. With a cursory look at her works, one can easily
perceive her preoccupation with issues such as faith and religion, identity, children’s
relations with their surroundings, etc. Most of the writer’s works are for primary-age
children.
Jobert was nominated for the title of Islamic Revolution Artist of the Year in 2021
for her books created based on stories from the Holy Quran, including “The Woven
Shoes” and “Small Drops”.
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Tuti Books wins Bologna prize for best
Asian children’s publisher of the year
Tuti Books, a major publication house based in Tehran, won the BOP - Bologna Prize for the Best
Children’s Publishers of the Year in Asia, the Bologna Children’s Book Fair (BCBF) announced on its
opening day on Monday.

This is the first time a publisher from Iran has won this prestigious award, which was established in 2013 to celebrate the
50th anniversary of the BCBF.
Tuti Books is the children’s branch of the Fatemi Publishing Co. solely dedicated to publishing high-quality content for the
age group across the world.
Anhui Children’s Publishing House from China, Bronze Publishing from Japan, and Mirae Media & Books and Picturebook
Gongjackso, both from South Korea, were among the other Asian companies nominated for the prize.
Publishers from Africa, Central and South America, North America, Europe and Oceania had also been nominated for the
prize.
Mkuki na Nyota from Tanzania won the prize in Africa, while Éditions La Joie de Lire from Switzerland was selected in Europe.
Levine Querido from the U.S. received the award in North America, and Tragaluz Editores from Colombia garnered the
honor in Central and South America.
Oratia Media from New Zealand was the winner of the prize in Oceania.

Presence of Pol Literary &
Translation Agency in the
Ukrainian
LiteratureProgram
Pol Literary & Translation Agency participates in
the Ukrainian Literature Program 2021 to talk and
negotiate with 24 Ukrainian publishers.
This program will be held internationally with
the presence of 33 publishers from Ukraine and
34 publishers and literary agencies from other
countries during 5th to 7th of July.
Pol Literary Agency will participate in this program
with the aim of introducing the capacities and
capabilities of the Iranian publishing market to
Ukrainian publishers, and also introducing more
than 200 titles of top Iranian works to encourage
Ukrainian publishers to translate and publish
them in Ukraine based on copyright exchange
agreements.
It is worth mentioning that last year, Pol Literary
Agency succeeded in granting the copyright of
four Iranian books titles to Ukrainian publishers
thanks to its collaboration with Ukrainian publishing
houses.
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Presence of Pol Literary &
Translation Agency in Bologna
Book Fair in Italy
Pol Literary & Translation Agency participated in the Bologna
International Book Fair in order to introduce renown Iranian works in
the international publishing scene, especially the book fairs.

This exhibition, which is the most prestigious book fair in the
world in the field of children’s books and illustration, held its
fifty-seventh round virtually, from 14th to 17th of June. More
than 500 publishers and literary agencies participated in this
period, and more than 20,000 book titles were exhibited and
introduced for copyright exchange.
The share of Iranian books in this exhibition was 250 book
titles on the subject of children and adolescents, which were
introduced in the copyright section of the fair as follows: Pol
Literary & Translation Agency (84 titles), Khaneh Ketab
Institute (Iran Book House) (55 titles), Kia Literary Agency
(49 titles), Kanoon Publications (12 titles) and Ofogh
Publications (50 titles).
It is worth mentioning that the copyright section of this fair will
operate until August and the participating publishers and literary
agencies will have the opportunity to continue negotiations and
interaction for copyright exchange of the books.
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Iranian Titles in
International Book Markets
Book by Iranian poet Shafi'ei Kadkani published in Pakistan

The book ‘Periods of Persian Poetry’ by Iranian poet, scholar and academic Mohammad-Reza Shafi'ei Kadkani has been translated into
Urdu and recently published in Pakistan.

The book has been published by Iran's Cultural Attache
to Peshawar in cooperation with the Center for Organizing
the Translation and Publication of Islamic Teachings and
Humanities, public relations department of Islamic Culture and
Relations Organization reported.
‘Periods of Persian Poetry’ has been translated into Urdu by
Ali Komail Ghezelbash and released in 184 pages and 1000
copies. This literary work will be unveiled at a ceremony and
then will be distributed to all academic centers, universities,
libraries and other relevant centers.
Born in 1939 Nishapur, Razavi Khorasan province of
Iran, Shafi'ei Kadkani is a professor of literature at Tehran
University. He is known for his works on literary criticism and
modern Persian poetry.

Book on Lorish activist of Iran’s Constitutional Revolution published in
Johannesburg
A book on Bibi Maryam Bakhtiari, a Lorish Iranian revolutionary and activist of the Constitutional Revolution, has recently been published in
the South African capital of Johannesburg.

Parichehr Soltani-Kharaji is the writer of the book “Sardar Bibi Maryam Bakhtiari” published by Krown Printers in
collaboration with the Iranian Cultural Center in Johannesburg, the center announced on Thursday. Soltani-Kharaji has
spent 11 years collecting information for writing the book translated into English by Shima Elahi.
As a military commander, Bibi Maryam played a distinguished role when Bakhtiari tribal forces, with the help of modern
arms from the German Empire, successfully captured Tehran in 1909 as part of the revolutionary
campaign to force the central government to establish democratic
reforms.
The book is reminiscent of Bibi Maryam, known as Sardar Maryam, the
daughter of Hussein Quli Khan Ilkhani Bakhtiari Dorki Haft Lang and
Bibi Fatima, the daughter of Alireza Khan Chaharlang Kiansi.
The book carries memories from the childhood of Bibi Maryam until her
thirties, at the time of the beginning of the Constitutional Revolution and
a few years after her liberation from the husband who lived with her. He
was severely tormented and hindered by his struggles.
Bibi Maryam was an activist during the Constitutional Revolution and,
afterwards, an active nationalist and freedom activist until the end of her
life as a political fighter.
She received the honorary certificate from the German government. Bibi
Maryam died in Isfahan in 1316, three years after the death of her son,
Ali Mardan Khan.
In June 2018, a bust of Bibi Maryam Bakhtiari was set up at the NLAI
Women’s Studies Section of the National Library and Archives of Iran.
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Book on Rumi thoughts on women, gender
equality published in
Indonesian
A book on Persian mystic and poet Molana Jalal ad-Din Rumi’s thoughts on
women and gender equality has been published in Indonesian.

“Rumi’s Book of Love and Sufistic Verses” written by Afifah Ahmad
was released by Afkaruna, an Indonesian interdisciplinary journal of
Islamic studies, the Iranian Cultural office in Jakarta announced on
Saturday.
The book is full of spiritual and intellectual knowledge from a great
world legend, Molana Jalal ad-Din RumiAfifah Ahmad is one of the
few Indonesian women who is able to write about Rumi in Indonesian
well and captivatingly and focuses on the beauty of love and humanity
and its dimensions, also mining Rumi’s thoughts on women and
gender equality.
The author’s ability to delve into Rumi’s works and thoughts in
Persian as well as access to primary sources from Persian scholars,
make this book an important and reliable work about Rumi in
Indonesian.
Books on Iran and Persian cultural figures have been regarded by
Indonesian scholars and publishing houses over the past few years.

Collection of Iranian short stories
published in Arabic
A Collection of nine short stories by eminent Iranian authors has been
translated into Arabic and published in Jordan. 

Titled 'Rooms Filled with Darkness and Silence', the collection has
been selected by Jordanian translator and researcher AbdulKarim Jaradat who has rendered the works into Arabic. Dar ulKhotout Publishing in Jordan has released the Iranian short stories
collection, Al Arabiya reported.
The work has been published in line with a translation project from
Persian and Turkish into Arabic which aims to explore political and
social changes in the Middle East region and consider the mutual
cultural and literary influences among various countries in the region.
The collection features three stories of Esmaeil Fasih, two stories by Jalal Al-e Ahmad, a story by Jamal Mir-Sadeghi,
a story by Simin Daneshavar, a story by Forough Farokhzad as well as the other one by Ali-Ashraf Darvishian. It also
provides short biographies of their authors.
In his introduction, the translator points out that in the early years of the Iranian Constitutional Revolution, the intellectuals
called for a revision in literature and a revolution in Persian literature which paved the way for the maturity of literature in
later years.
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Georgian translation of Masnavi-ye Manavi introduced in Tbilisi
A Georgian translation of Persian poet and mystic Molana Jalal ad-Din Rumi’s Masnavi-ye Manavi was introduced at Ivane Javakhishvili
Tbilisi State University in the Georgian capital of Tbilisi last week.

Georgian poet Giorgi Lobzhanidze is the translator of the Persian masterpiece, which has been published in two volumes
with contributions from the Iranian Culture Center in Tbilisi, the center announced on Thursday.
In his short speech made during the unveiling ceremony of the
book, Lobzhanidze talked about the technical complexities of
the translation of the book and the mysteries surrounding the
numerous concepts the collection carries.
Lobzhanidze, an oriental studies and Arabian language
graduate of Tbilisi State University, is the director of the Oriental
Studies Department at the Center of Cultural Relations of
Georgia.
Lobzhanidze has also composed five poetry collections, “A
Teacher of Arabic”, “Noontime Shadows”, “A Bouquet of
Dandelions”, “Boiling Temperature” and “Orphan’s Kveri”.

Concluding a contract with Peydayesh Publications for translating and
publishing two of its books in Turkey
Pol Literary & Translation Agency concluded a copyright agreement contract between Peydayesh Publications in Iran and Musmler
Publications in Turkey, for the translation and publication of two books by Mojgan Babamarandi entitled A Donkey’s Wish and The Tale of
Our Times and Mrs. Poet, Mr. Beethoven, in Istanbul Turkish language in Turkey.

These two books will be translated into Istanbul Turkish language in 2021 and published in Turkey by Musmler Publications.
Musmler Publications is a leading publisher in Turkey on the subject of children and adolescents and in recent years, has
translated several books from Iran through copyright exchanges and published them in Turkey.
The collection of stories entitled A Donkey’s Wish and The Tale of Our Times written by Mojgan Babamarandi and illustrated
by Atefeh Malekiju, includes 9 short stories. The titles of these stories are: A Donkey’s Wish and The Tale of Our Times,
The Future in the Past or the Past in the Future, Our Neighbor’s Son Is a Cabinet Minister, Behind the Red Line, May God
Turn This Steering Wheel, Roadways, Mom’s Geography Book, My Head Was Itchy, Everyone Hit the Dirt Road, and I Will
Remember to Delete the Camera Memory.
The book Mrs. Poet, Mr. Beethoven,
contains a collection of Persian short
stories with various social themes for a
young audience. The titles of the stories
include When Will You Comb My Hair,
I Am a Crow Lost Under Your Shadow,
Shamsolemareh’s Turn Is Over, Louie’s
Flowers, Me and the Red-Hat Wearer
and Sarvnaz, Mrs. Poet and the Brave
Mr. Beethoven, About the Author, etc.
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Turkish publisher buys
copyrights of two Iranian
Sacred Defense books

Persian poet
Ahmad Shamlu’s
“Abraham in the
Fire” published
in Italian

Onsuz Publishing House in Turkey has bought the
copyrights of two Iranian Sacred Defense books ‘The
Secret of the Red Gem’ and ‘Neither Waterborne Nor
Earthbound’ to publish them in that country.

“Abraham in the Fire”
by Ahmad Shamlu, one
of Iran’s most influential
literary figures of the 20th
century, has been published
in Italian.

The deal was based on an agreement signed
between Sureh Mehr Publishing in Tehran which
has released both books, and Onsuz Publishing
mediated by the Istanbul bureau of POL Literature
and Translation Agency from Iran.
‘Neither Waterborne Nor Earthbound’ is the diaries
of the Iranian martyr Sa’eed Moradi who wrote them
within 6-years in a notebook found later on the
battlefield.
He had willed the notebook to be sent to one of the
three addresses he had already mentioned. Then,
the diaries were compiled by Ali Mo’azeni into a
book.
‘The Secret of the Red Gem’ is the biography
 of the martyred Iranian General and engineer
Mahmoud Shahbazi according to his family and
co-warriors which portrays a period of the Sacred
Defense from the early days to the liberation of
Khorramshahr city in the Operation Beit olMoqaddas on May 24, 1982.

The Rome publishing
house Ensemble is the
publisher of “Abrama Nel
Fuoco” translated into
Italian by Faezeh Mardani
and Francesco Occhetto.
In a preface to the book, Italian writer Davide Brullo wrote,
“Ahmad Shamlu’s poetry explores the deepest furrows of the
continuous and often bitter political-cultural metamorphosis that
traces and distinguishes the path of the contemporary history of
Iran.
The collection contains 21 poems composed between 1970 and
1973. The original version was published in 1973.
Shamlu (1925-2000) wrote under the pseudonym “A.
Bamdad”. He was one of the contemporary poets who openly
defied the conventional restrictions of formal Persian poetry in
favor of heartfelt free-flowing verse.
Earlier in 2019, Iranian translator Maryam Heidari said that she
was translating a collection of poems by Shamlu into Arabic.

Concluding a Contract for Translating and Publishing the Book The White
Crow by Anapol Publications in Egypt
Pol Literary & Translation Agency signed a copyright agreement contract between Anapol Publishing House in Iran and Kotopia Publishing
House in Egypt, to translate and publish the book The White Crow in Arabic in Egypt. The book is written by Farideh Jahandideh.

According to this agreement, the book The White Crow will be translated into Arabic in 2021 and published by Kotopia
Publishing House in Egypt and will be sold in all Arabic-speaking countries. Kotopia Publishing House is a reputable
publisher in Alexandria, Egypt, which has been working in the field of fiction since 2016.
The copyright of book The White Crow was previously granted to Zengin Publishing House in Turkey. It is the story of a
crow named Black Feather that is injured by a hunter on the first day of flight. Black Feather falls on wheat ears in a farm,
where a boy named Nick works and he takes Black Feather to the vet. Black Feather wakes up after a few days but realizes
that it can no longer fly and return to its mother. Nick advises it to cohabit with other birds such as parrots, canaries,
pigeons and chickens.
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The book Thirty Tales from the Treasure Chest of Ancient Persian Literature was published
The Islamic Republic of Iran’s cultural attaché in Italy, in the framework of the TOP Project of Islamic Culture and Communication
Organization, published the book Thirty Tales from the Treasure Chest of Ancient Persian Literature which contains selected titles from the
eight-volume story series entitled Good Stories for Good Children.

The book includes thirty selected tales out of the eight-volume story
series entitled Good Stories for Good Children by Mehdi Azar Yazdi
(1921 - 2009 A.D.) that was translated from Persian into Italian by
a team of translators under the supervision of Bianca Maria Filippini.
The book was published in 155 pages with a circulation of 1,000
copies by Il Cerchio Publishing House.
Elena Scarinci translated 5 stories, Federica Ponzo translated 7
stories; and along with Carolina Cortoneo, Melissa Fedi and Letizia
Pafumi, were members of translators’ team who are graduates of
Persian language from the universities of Naples and Rome, and
translated the book under the supervision of Bianca Maria Filippini.
Il Cerchio Publishing House, the publisher of this book, is a reputable
Italian publishing house that in collaboration with the Islamic Republic
of Iran’s cultural attaché in Italy, has published the books Guardianship
of the Islamic Jurist; Imam Khomeini (RA), the Unknown Mystic of the
Twentieth Century; The Wise Essays of Jesus Son of Mary (AS); The
Sparrow’s New Year Dress; Man and Destiny; Dawn of Islam; and The
Islam’s Scorecard.

Translation and publication of the novel
The Paradise Is a Nearby
Planet in the Country of Azerbaijan
The contract for the translation and publication of the book The Paradise Is
a Planet Nearby, written by Aida Musapoor and owned by Rey Publications,
was concluded at the Pol Literary & Translation Agency office between
Qanun Publications in Azerbaijan and the author of the book.

The book is a novel about a young man named Brian who
discovers a planet during a space trip and realizes that it is The
Paradise that all religions have promised us to someday visit. The
interesting challenges that Brian faces after landing on the planet
are the highlights of the story.
Qanun Publications is the largest publishing house in Azerbaijan,
which last year published the book The Dead of the Green Garden
by Mohammad Reza Bayrami in Azeri Turkish language in the
country of Azerbaijan.
According to the agreement, the book will be translated into Azeri
Turkish language and published in the country of Azerbaijan by
the end of this year (2021).
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THE MODERN LITERATURE
OF IRAN

By: Ahmad Karimi-Hakkak

T

hroughout the nineteenth century, Iran's increasing
contacts with the Western world resulted in a series of
radical changes in Iranian society, culture, and literature.
For centuries, Persian literature consisting of a vast body of
predominately poetic works had remained essentially poems
called qasidas, verse stories and romances, and a variety of
animal fables often with explicit moral lessons. There were
also the Shahnameh, a monumental national epic in verse
that enshrined Persian mythology and mythical history, the
Spiritual Couplets, a great number of prose Histories all of
which were considered literature because of their formal and
stylistic characteristics. This great body of literary works had
been produced for the most part under royal patronage, and as
read by princes, philosophers, and other members of the elite.
The tradition dictated a rather rigid set of rules governing the
forms and genres of this literature as well as its production and
communication in high circles.
Gradually, Iran’s exposure to Western cultures changed all that.
Many nineteenth-century intellectuals and social critics began
to question the stringent rules and regulations to which literature
had been subjected. They also questioned the propriety and
relevance of the themes and topics of the classical canon to
what they sensed to be a new and very different age. All the
talk of medieval lyrics about doe-eyed beloveds and desperate
lovers, they argued, was defunct; as was the kind of morality
taught through the animal fables of olden times. The Persian
epic called The Shahnameh (Book of Kings), on the other
hand, was thought to be a good and useful book because it
made Iranians aware of their national identity and proud of
their ancient glory. Just as the system of government had to be
changed to provide for people's population in the affairs of their
country, Iran's literature also had to be changed in a way that
would make it understandable and enjoyable to the masses of
people rather than to kings and courtiers. In order to be effective,
they concluded, literary works must be simple in form, direct
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in language and thematically relevant to people's lives. After
the Constitutional Movement of 1906, many writers and poets
began to experiment with the ideas that the previous generation
had expressed. Instead of celebrating the actions of kings and
princes, they wrote qasidas that commemorated those who had
lost their lives for the revolution. Rather than composing ghazals
that would describe the indescribable beauty of the beloved,
they wrote ghazals that would instill the love of the motherland
in the reader’s heart. Through their animal fables and parables,
they advocated greater civil and religious freedoms rather than
upholding old virtues of justice on the part of rulers and obedience
on the part of their subjects. In prose, a great number of socially
oriented writings, thinly disguised as travel accounts, historical
novels, and epistolary debates between religious conservatives
and secular reformers began to appear, and satire became the
dominant mode of social criticism.
In content, the body of Iranian literature written in the first two
decades of the twentieth century is marked by a desire to make
literature socially relevant and emulate the literature of the West.
In language and form, however, this literature has an ambivalent
character. While its differences from those of classical literature,
it remains within the traditional formal and generic categories.
Whereas it demonstrates ever bolder departures in subject
matter, it remains grounded in age-old narrative techniques and
characterization.
In 1922, Mohammad-Ali Jamalzadeh (b. 1898?) published a
little book in Berlin entitled Once Upon a Time. With this book,
the short story as it is known in Western literature found its way
into Iranian culture. In his preface, Jamalzadeh set forth his
innovative ideas concerning “literary democracy” and his view
of Persian literature as a “mirror of Iranian society.” Literature,
he said, must be more accessible to the masses of the people
and more reflective of their lives. Around the same time, the
young poet known as Nima Yushij (1887-1960) was beginning
to express his views about a new kind of poetry in his critical
writings and through the example of his poems. Together with
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Sadeq Hedayat (1903-1951), Jamalzadeh and Nima are today
considered founders of modern Persian prose literature and
poetry respectively.
The stories of Once Upon a Time provide a good sample of
the main themes of modern Persian fiction. The first story,
entitled "Persian is Sweet," is about the language problem
in modern Iran. Its characters, consisting of a Westernized
Iranian, a traditional clergyman, and a local servant boy, fail to
communicate even though they all speak Persian. The message
is obvious; to foster the sense of a single national identity,
Iranians must find a way to overcome the speech varieties that
prevail in various geographical regions and among different
social groups. Another story in this collection, entitled "With
Friends Like This,” laments the degenerate state of the country’s
government and army, which seem incapable of resisting foreign
aggression and the resultant atrocities to which innocent and
kind-hearted Iranians are subjected. Hedayat is a particularly
important and enigmatic literary figure. His famous book, The
Blind Owl, written in 1948, has attracted worldwide attention for
innovative narrative techniques and the depth of its message.
Besides this haunting novella, Hedayat has written a large
number of novels, short stories, and other literary works which
often preset a realistic, if not always happy picture of life in
Iran in the first half of the twentieth century. Influenced by such
Westerners as Freud, Proust, and Kafka, Hedayat often paints
a dark and dreary picture of a society that has broken away
from its traditional way of life without being able to establish its
place firmly in the modern world. He remains the single most
important influence on the following generations of Iranian writers.
In poetry, it is Nima Yushij who is regarded as the father and the
founder of the modern outlook in Iran. During a very productive
poetic career of almost forty years, Nima diligently wrote poetry
and single-handedly explained his critical views about it. Often
misunderstood and ridiculed, Nima’s poetry was different from
anything that Iranians had been trained to recognize as poetry. As
a result, for a long time, the phrase she’r-e now (New Poetry)
meant nonsensical poetry. Nevertheless, Nima finally succeeded
in converting enough poets to his point of view to perpetuate the
writing of poetry in a new way. This new way meant essentially
three things. First, the poet was expected to be true to his
observations, describing things as they are in nature not as they
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had been expressed by the old system of poetic expression. It
should not matter that in classical poetry the beloved’s hair is
described invariably as pitch-black, her cheeks as rose-petal,
or her stature is always compared to a cypress. Poets should be
allowed to describe their beloved exactly as she appears to them.
Secondly, Nima argued that the old idea of meter and rhyme was
mechanical and therefore unnatural. He simplified and expanded
the metrics of Persian poetry, and changed the use of rhyme
from predetermined sound at the end of the line to one that would
follow and highlight the meaning of the poem. Most importantly,
however, he changed the conventional classification of poetry into
genres such as ghazals, qasidas, or Masnavis. Poets would now
make their poems as long or as short as they wished and would
simply call their compositions poems rather than a specific kind of
poem which dedicated formal and structural restrictions.
Following these pioneering authors, a large number of Iranian
writers and poets have contributed to the gradual emergence
of a modern literary tradition that is rich, diverse, and far more
accessible to modern readers- especially unfamiliar with the
Persian language- than the classical canon. In poetry, it has
attained heights that are already comparable in aesthetic quality
to the best examples of classical Persian poetry, far surpassing
it in social significance. In fiction, the significance of the modern
tradition as a record of life in contemporary Iran, especially where
it concerns the life of the poor and the downtrodden, cannot be
overemphasized. Although it is extremely difficult to ill such a vast
body of literature through as small sampling as is possible in brief
introductory writing, the following poems and prose passages
may help give an idea of the range of concerns covered by
contemporary Iranian poets and fiction writers.
Jamalzadeh’s Persian is Sweet: Here is a passage from
Jamalzadeh’s “Persian is Sweet”. It describes a young
westernized Iranian and a Muslim clergyman as they appear to
the narrator in the half-dark atmosphere of a make-shift prison
cell:
I was so dismayed at first that I could barely see, but, as I
gradually got used to the darkness, I sensed that I wasn’t the
only guest in the cell. I first noticed one of those notorious
“Western-oriented gentlemen” who will serve as monuments to
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coddling, idiocy, and illiteracy in Iran, and who will surely keep
audiences rolling in the aisles of local theaters (I hope the Devil
is not listening) for another century. My Wog* companion was
perched in an arched alcove wearing a collar as tall as a samovar
chimney and from the black smoke of some Caucasus diesel train
as sooty. Pinched by the collar, which propped up his neck like
a pillory, he was immersed in a French novel, reading in the light
and shadow of the cell. I was going to step forward and, with a
stock "Bonjour, Monsieur," show him that I was also one of the
cognoscenti when I heard a hissing sound coming from one of
the corners of the jail. I looked in that direction and something
that I first took for a shiny white cat curled up sleeping on a sack
of charcoal caught my eye. It was a sheikh who had wrapped
himself from ear to ear in his cloak and was sitting seminarystyle: cross-legged, his arms hugging his knees. The shiny
white cat was his rumpled turban, part of which had come loose
under his chin and assumed the shape of a cat’s tail. The hissing
sounds I heard turned out to be the salutations in his prayers.
(Jamalzadeh, p. 34) *Note: Here the term Wog is supposed to
be an acronym for “western-oriented gentleman.”
Yushij poem Makhola: In this poem by Nima Yushij the
description of a flowing river running toward its manifest
destination gradually merges with the expression of the poet's
feeling about his mission as a poet who carries a familiar
message to his readers.

Makhola

Makhola, the figure of the tall river
Goes heedlessly
Roars ceaselessly
Thrusts its body from rock to rock
As a refugee
Shunning the beaten path
Rushes to the depths
Rises to the heights
Flows restlessly
Together with the dark
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One lunatic accompanies another.
It’s long it treads its way
Joining many a stream
No one, it’s long, has heeded it
And there it goes chanting its mute song
Fallen from all eyes
In this desert’s lap.
In the mute murmuring of its waters
Makhola carries a familiar message
And the world of a manifest destination
Yet it flows
Over what lies in its way
A stranger trampling another.
Goes heedlessly
Roars ceaselessly
To what home unknown
A homeless vagrant tramping on its way.

Farrokhzad poem "The Bird was Only a Bird":

This poem by Forugh Farrokhzad, the most important woman
poet in the entire history of Persian literature, contracts the
condition of a bird with that of human beings:

The Bird was Only a Bird

The bird said: "What smells what sunshine, ah spring has come
And I will go searching for my mate."
The bird flew away from the portico's edge
Like a message it flew off and disappeared.
The bird was small
The bird did not think
The bird did not read the paper
The bird was not in debt
The bird did not know people.
The bird flew through the air above the red lights
At the height of oblivion
And experienced madly
Blue moments.
The bird, ah, was only a bird.
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Hadihir@gmail.com

A

fter confirming the spread of coronavirus in Iran, various
businesses including cultural and publishing businesses
were hit badly. Lockdowns and declining customer
presence in the book markets who avoided crowded places
due to health precautions and recommendations were some of
the major factors that impacted the book market in the last 14
months. However, it is not clear to what extent is this impact
supported by the statistics registered in the database of Iran's
Book and Literature House Institute, and how much the statistical
data verify different aspects of these effects?
The most obvious impact of the recession on market is a
reduction in production. When the market is unable to supply and
sell products, the producers prefer to reduce supply according to
demand to avoid the loss or even idling of capital.
The production decline in the book market during the year
2020 versus 2019 can be detected and proven based on
two indicators. According to the information registered in the
databases, the total number of book titles published in 2020
(both first edition and reprint) is 94,599, while this figure in
2019 was 105,400. In other words, the total number of titles in
the year of coronavirus outbreak has declined 10.2%.

related to the type of readers of these works and the opportunity
to stay at home during the quarantine period.
The next indicator that can be considered in this statistical study
is the statistics of first-edition or reprinted books. Some experts
believe that the coronavirus outbreak and the downturn in the
book market increased the risk of publishers publishing new titles,
and that is why publishers preferred to reprint their older titles.
This theory, however, is not verifiable according to the book
publishing professional statistics.

No. of First-Edition Titles
2019
2020 Growth Percentage
Total Titles
57797
57867
		
0.121114
General Topics
1006
945
- 6.06362
Philosophy
2444
3167
29.58265
Religion
4966
5142
		
3.5441
Social Sciences
7422
8146
9.754783
No. of Titles
2019
2020 Growth Percentage
Language
1607
1205
- 25.0156
Total Titles
105400
94599
- 10.2476
Natural Sciences &
993
1066
		
7.35146
General Topics
1258
1126
- 10.4928
Mathematics
Philosophy
5629
6129
8.882572
Practical Sciences
8821
9330
5.770321
Religion
8618
7653
- 11.1975
Arts
2014
2258
		
12.11519
Social Sciences
10804
11164
3.332099
Literature
10219
11968
		
17.11518
Language
2494
1605
- 35.6455
History & Geography
2653
2903
9.423294
Natural Sciences &
1375
1364
		
- 0.8
Children & Adolescents
7444
6349
- 14.7098
Mathematics
Educational Aid
8208
5388
		
- 34.3567
Practical Sciences
12449
12058
- 3.14081
Arts
3427
3562
3.939306
Hadi Hosseininezhad is a graduate student in social communication
Literature
17066
17882
4.781437
sciences. He has been working as a journalist since 2005 and specializes in
cultural journalism, literary, books and publishing Industry. He has a history
History & Geography
4405
4592
4.245176
of working with top Iranian news agencies and newspapers, including the
Children & Adolescents
17910
14225
- 20.5751
ILNA (Iranian Labor News Agency), ANA (Azad News Agency), Arman,
Educational Aid
19965
13239
- 33.689
Etemad, Hamshahri, and Iran newspapers.
Hosseininezhad is currently responsible for administering the print and
According to the above table, books in the field of children and
publishing service at Iran’s Book News Agency (IBNA) and, with the
adolescents with a 20% decrease, had the largest share in the
cooperation of his colleagues, covers, analyzes, and interprets publishing
reduction of titles in 2020. This fact confirms the theory that the
events in Iran and around the world. He has won Multiple awards in the field
children's book market is declining more than other areas due to
of press and media. He is known among publishing industry activists and
health considerations since the nature of the works demands the
government managers for his critical reports and editorials.
His articles address the following issues: Publishers and booksellers' trade
need for children and adolescents to be present in bookstores and
union's situation, economics and publishing management, press and book
establish a direct relationship with books. On the other hand, the
exhibitions’ events, publishing rights issues, and the importance of approving
8.9% growth of philosophy books in the last year is significant,
the international copyright regulations in laws and regulations of Iran.
and it seems that this growth in the production of titles is directly
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No. of
2019
Reprinted Titles
Total Titles
47603
General Topics
252
Philosophy
3185
Religion
3652
Social
3382
Sciences
Language
2494
Natural
1375
Sciences & Mathematics
Practical
12449
Sciences
Arts
3427
Literature
17066
History &
4405
Geography
Children &
17910
Adolescents

Educational
Aid

19965

2020
36732
181
2962
5211
3018
1605
1364
12058
3562
17882
4592
14225

13239

Growth Percentage
		
- 22.8368
		
- 28.1746
		
- 7.00157
		
- 31.2432
		
- 10.7629

The next important indicator in this study is the number of books
in various fields and the total number. The 19.5% decrease in the
total number of book titles published in 2020 compared to 2019
is clear proof of the negative impact of the Coronavirus outbreak
on the book market and the publishing industry.
No. of Printed Books
2019
2020 Growth Percentage

Total Books
		
- 35.6455
General Topics
			
- 0.8
Philosophy
Religion
		
- 3.14081
Social Sciences
Language
		
3.939306
Natural Sciences &
		
4.781437
Mathematics
		
4.245176
Practical Sciences
Arts
		
- 20.5751
Literature
History & Geography
		
- 33.689
Children & Adolescents
Educational Aid

Based on the above tables, the first-edition books in 2020,
despite a decrease of 10.2% of the total number of titles in this
year, show a slight increase compared to 2019. Therefore, the
decline in total titles in the year of the coronavirus outbreak should
be ironically traced back to the decline in reprints. There is also a
significant 29.6% increase in new titles in the field of philosophy,
as well as a 55% decrease in reprints of language books.

147731140 118934715
1047880
795330
6029156 7050938
14521243 10684360
11851349 10054948
3174845 2644688
1067485 1023685

- 19.4925
		
- 24.101
16.94735
- 26.4226
- 1501578
- 16.6987
		
- 4.1031

13032920 9962395
3174472 3171176
15255424 15377263
5745715 5467316
38187550 28309070
34641301 24393546

- 23.5598
- 0.10383
		
0.79866
- .84533
- 25.8683
- 29.5825

We see the largest decrease in the number of educational aid
textbooks with a negative growth of 29.6 percent, which is
definitely related to the school shutdowns and participating in
virtual classrooms of schools. But again, a nearly 17 percent
increase in the number of book titles in the field of philosophy
stands out in these statistics.
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Top 100 Persian Novels Selected by
Arman Meli Newspaper in Iran

S

electing one hundred fiction works (short story - long story novel) in contemporary Persian fiction is a very difficult task.
In selecting the top 100 books, it strives that via the Persian
fiction literature, the image of an Iranian person is presented to the
reader, so while reading a work of fiction, the reader also reads
the image of an Iranian person in this hundred-year-old transition
period. The list of 100 book titles includes 30 authors with 64
novels and 36 selected short and long storybook titles. This list is
an attempt to preserve the Persian fiction literature in its fourteenth
century, as the century of literature. What you are reading is the top
100 Persian fiction books that have been sorted according to the
year of publication from 1921 to 2020, selected by the literature &
book department of Arman Meli Newspaper in Iran.
For more information on the books introduced here and to sell
their copyright in different languages, please contact Pol Literary &
Translation Agency ( polliteraryagency@gmail.com ).
1 - Selected short stories by Mohammad Ali Jamalzadeh (1920 1978)
Mohammad Ali Jamalzadeh’s first collection of stories, Once Upon
a Time, was published in 1921 and kickstarted the emergence of
modern Persian fiction. Later, other works by Jamalzadeh were
published too. His last work was published in 1978 under the title
Our Story is Over.
2 - Selected short stories by Sadegh Hedayat (1930 - 1942)
Buried Alive, published in 1930, was the first collection of stories by
Sadegh Hedayat, followed by Three Drops of Blood, The Blind Owl,
and the last one, The Stray Dog, published in 1942.
3 - Selected short stories by Bozorg Alavi (1934-1997)
The first collection of stories by Bozorg Alavi, Suitcase, was
published in 1934, and the last collection entitled Gilehmard was
published in 1997.
4 - The Blind Owl, Sadegh Hedayat, 1936
5 - Selected stories by Sadegh Chubak (1945 - 1965)
Puppet Show, published in 1945, was the first collection of stories
by Sadegh Chubak, and afterward, other story collections were
published such as The Monkey Whose Trainer was Dead and The
Last Light, which was Chubak’s last story collection. This book was
published in 1965.
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6 - Haji Agha, Sadegh Hedayat, 1324
7 - Selected short and long stories by Jalal Al-Ahmad (1945 1971)
The first short stories of Jalal Al-Ahmad, Visiting Each Other, were
published in 1945 and after that, there were other short and long
stories such as School Principal and Redundant Woman and the last
one, Five Stories, which was published in 1971.
8 - Selected short stories by Ebrahim Golestan (1948 - 2020)
Ebrahim Golestan’s first collection of stories, Azar, the Last Month
of Autumn, was published in 1948, and several collections of short
and long stories were published in later years, including Shadow
Hunting and The Wall Runnel and The Thirsty Person.
9 - His Eyes, Bozorg Alavi, 1952
10 - Yeklia and Her Loneliness, Taghi Modarresi, 1334
11 - Selected short stories by Gholam Hossein Saedi (1956 1998)
Gholam-Hossein Saedi’s first collection of stories and plays, entitled
Pygmalion, was published in 1955 followed by successful collections
such as Fear and Trembling, Bill’s Mourners, Magnificent Soiree,
and Anonymous Angsts. His last collection was published in 1998
under the title The Messed up People with Good Luck.
12 - Lady Ahoo’s Husband, Ali Mohammad Afghani, 1961.
13 - Selected short stories by Jamal Mirsadeghi (1962 - 2020)
Jamal Mirsadeghi’s first collection of stories, entitled Night Travelers,
was published in 1962 and since then, he has published many
collections, all of which were in line with each other.
14 - The Comforter Stone, Sadegh Chubak, 1962.
15 - Once Again, The City I Loved, Nader Ebrahimi, 1966.
16 -Tangsir, Sadegh Chubak, 1966.
17 - Night trip, Bahman Sholevar, 1966.
18 - Selected short stories by Mahshid Amirshahi (1966 - 2020)
In 1966, the first collection of stories by Mahshid Amirshahi was
published under the title Dead End Alley, and in the following
years, more than ten collections of her short and long stories were
published, including Lady Bibi’s Martin and Based on First Person
Singular. She has also published a selection of her best short
stories.
19 - Selected short and long stories by Amin Faghiri (1967 2020)
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The Boring Village was the first collection of stories by Amin Faghiri,
which was published in 1967 and since then, he has published
many collections. The last was The Horses That Were Unkind to
Me.
20 - Selected short stories by Hooshang Golshiri (1968 - 1995)
The first collection of stories by Hooshang Golshiri entitled As
Always was published in 1968, followed by collections such as
My Little Prayer Room, and the last one was in 1995 under the
title Dark Hand, Light Hand. A selection of his stories has been
published under the title The Dark Side of the Moon by Niloufar
publishing house.
21 - Sovoshoon, Simin Daneshvar, 1969.
22 - Prince Ehtejab, Hooshang Golshiri, 1969.
23 - Selected short stories by Nasser Taghvaee (1969 - 2020)
Taghvaee has published only one independent book entitled The
Summer of the Same Year, in 1969. During the following years, he
also published several stories in various publications.
24 - The Ball, Gholam Hossein Saedee, 1969.
25 - The Parrot, Zakaria Hashemi, 1969.
26 - Selected short stories by Goli Taraghi (1969 - 2020)
Goli Targhi’s first collection of short stories, entitled I am Che
Guevara, was published in 1969, followed by Elsewhere and The
Two Worlds. The last one was entitled Well-Dressed Demons,
published in 2020. Her best short stories under the title 12 Stories
have been published as well.
27 - Dear Uncle Napoleon, Iraj Pezeshkzad, 1970.
28 - Selected short and long stories by Bahram Sadeghi, (1970 1974)
The Trench and The Empty Flasks and the Heavenly Kingdom are
two books by Bahram Sadeghi, which contain a collection of his
short and long stories.
29 - Christine and Kidd, Houshang Golshiri, 1971.
30 - Selected short and long stories by Ali Ashraf Darvishian
(1971- 2017)
Darvishian’s first book, The First Day of the Holiday, was published
in 1972 followed by From This Land, Abshouran, and other
collections. The Jail Tales and The Cell 18 are the last ones.
31 - Night One, Night Two, Bahman Farsi, 1974.
32 - Neighbors, Ahmad Mahmoud, 1974.
33 - Selected short stories by Mohammad Mohammad Ali (1975
- 2020)
Mohammad Mohammad Ali’s first collection of stories, The
Hendabad Valley has Wolves was published in 1976, and then other
collections and monographs, including Retirement, were published
in 1987.
34 - The Dog and Long Winters, Shahrnosh Parsipour, 1976.
35 - The Lost Lamb of Raee, Hooshang Golshiri, 1977.
36 - Selected short and long stories by Bahram Heydari (1977 2020)
Bahram Heydari’s first collection of short stories entitled By God, I
Will Kill Whoever I Killed was published in 1976, and in the following
year, the collection Lali was published. Heydari has published many
short and long stories in recent years.
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37 - Night of Dread, Hormoz Shahdadi, 1978
38 - Klidar, Mahmoud Dolatabadi, 1978
39 - Selected short and long stories by Nasim Khaksar (1979 2020)
The first collection of stories by Nasim Khaksar was published in
1979 under the title Small Plant and then, he published many short
and long stories, including Bread and Mud and The Kharzville
Grocer.
40 - Salouch’s Vacant Place, Mahmoud Dolatabadi, 1979
41 - Selected stories by Mohammad Kalbasi (1979 - 2020)
Mohammad Kalbasi’s first collection of stories, Little Soldier, was
published in 1979, after which he published other short and long
stories, including Mr. Asadi’s First Day of the New Year and Tiger’s
Face. His last collection, He, was published in 2018.
42 - Selected short and long stories by Houshang Moradi Kermani
(1979 - 2020)
Majid’s Tales, Moradi Kermani’s first book, was published in 1979,
and after that, he has published many short and long stories were,
including The Cask, The Carpet Factory Kids, Furnace, etc.
43 - Selected short and long stories by Ghazi Rabihawi (1980 2020)
When the Smoke of War Was Seen in the Village’s Sky, published
in 1980, was the first long story by Ghazi Rabihawi, after which he
published Memoirs of a Soldier, and other short and long stories in
later years, including The Palm and Gunpowder, From This Place
and Hair.
44 - Smokeless Fire, Nader Ebrahimi, 1981
45 - Gavkhoni, Jafar Modarres Sadeghi, 1982
46 - Scorched Earth, Ahmad Mahmoud, 1982
47 - Selected short stories by Reza Jolaei (1983 - 2020)
The Tale of the Bent Backs Dynasty, published in 1983, was the
first collection of stories by Reza Jolaei, after which he published
eight collections of short and long stories, the last two of which were
Wind Ponds and Autumn 32.
48 - Soraya in a Coma, Esmail Fassih, 1984.
49 - Selected short stories by Asghar Abdollahi (1985 - 2020)
Behind That Fog, Asghar Abdollahi’s first collection of stories was
published in 1985, and after that, he published two other collections:
A Canopy of Mat and Hamlet in Drizzle.
50 - Selected short stories by Ali Asghar Shirzadi (1986 - 2020)
Sitting in the Dust, the first collection of stories by Ali Asghar
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Shirzadi was published in 1986, and The Stranger and the Acacia
and A Coin in Two Pockets were published in the 80s and 90s.
51 - Secrets of My Land, Reza Braheni, 1987.
52 - Winter 62, Esmail Fassih, 1987.
53 - Selected short stories by Moniro Ravanipour (1988 - 2020)
Kniro was the first collection of stories by Moniro Ravanipour that
was published in 1988, and Nazli was the last one published in
2002.
54 - Ahl -e- Ghargh, Moniro Ravanipour, 1989.
55 - Selected short stories by Mohammad Reza Safdari (1989 2020)
Siasenbo, the first collection of stories by Mohammad Reza Safdari,
was published in 1989, and after that, he published several other
collections, including The Blue Marble.
56 - Tuba and the Meaning of Night, Shahrnosh Parsipour, 1989.
57 - Symphony of the Dead, Abbas Maroufi, 1989.
58 - Selected short stories by Shahriar Mandnipour (1989 2020)
Shadows of the Cave, the first collection of stories by Shahriar
Mandanipour, was published in 1989, followed by The Mummy and
Honey, East of Violet, Blue Overseas, and the last one was Seven
Captains, published in 1999.
59 - Assassination Attempt Against His Majesty, Reza Jolaei, 1991.
60 - Selected short stories by Abutorab Khosravi (1991 - 2020)
The Abyss was the first collection of stories by Abutorab Khosravi,
which was published in 1970, and after that, he published Divan
-e- Somnan, The Ruined Book, and other short works.
61 - The House of Idrisis, Ghazaleh Alizadeh, 1991.
62 - Cloudy Years, Ali Ashraf Darvishian, 1991.
63 - Selected short stories by Ali Khodaei (1991 - 2020)
Through the Glass, Through the Mist, published in 1970, was Ali
Khodaei’s first collection of stories, after which he published Warm
Me All Winter and three other collections.
64 - Year of Riot, Abbas Maroufi, 1992.
65 - The Island of Wandering, Simin Daneshvar, 1993.
66 - Zero-Degree Orbit, Ahmad Mahmoud, 1993.
67 - The Rooster, Ebrahim Golestan, 1994.
68 - Selected short and long stories by Bijan Najdi (1994 - 1997)
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The Cheetahs Who Ran with Me, published in 1994, was Bijan
Najdi’s first short story collection.
69 - Selected short stories by Mohammad Keshavarz (1995 2020)
Dancing was the first collection of stories by Mohammad Keshavarz,
which was published in 1995. His later works include Wooden
Nightingale and Sand Fox.
70 - Selected short stories by Kourosh Asadi (1999 - 2015)
The collection of stories entitled Gun Shell Casing Aficionado was
published in 1999, and after that, Kourosh Asadi published three
other collections, including The National Garden.
71 - The Fig Tree of Temples, Ahmad Mahmoud, 2000.
72 - Journey to 270 Degrees, Ahmad Dehghan, 1996.
73 - To Be in Love, Shahriar Mandnipour, 1998.
74 - The Babylon Well, Reza Ghasemi, 1998.
75 - The Missing Pair, Hossein Sanapour, 1999.**
76 - Gypsy by The Fire, Moniro Ravanipour, 1999.
77 - Chapters of Scribes, Abutorab Khosravi, 2000.
78 - The Wandering Camel Driver, Simin Daneshvar, 2001.
79 - Nightly Harmony of the Orchestra of Pieces of Wood, Reza
Ghasemi, 2001.
80 - Dr. N. Loves His Wife More Than Mossadegh, Shahram
Rahimian, 2001.
81 - I Turn Off the Lights, Zoya Pirzad, 2001.
82 - My Bird, Fariba Wafi, 2002.
83 - I Am Not a Tiger, I have Twisted Over My Torso Like Vine,
Mohammad Reza Safdari, 2002.
84 - Lady, Massoud Behnoud, 2002.
85 - Ravi River, Abutorab Khosravi, 2003.
86 - Colors and Shades, Mohammad Rahim Okhovat, 2003.
87 - The Restlessness Etiquette, Yaghoub Yad Ali, 2004.
88 - Iranian Dawn, Amir Hassan Cheheltan, 2005.
89 - Scorpion on the Andimeshk Railway Stairway, Hossein
Mortezaeian Abkenar, 2005.
90 - Wasted Years, Asghar Elahi, 2006.
91 - Telo Garden, Majid Gheysari, 2006.
92 - Selected short stories by Amir Hossein Khorshidfar (2006 2020)
Although Amir Hossein Khorshidfar has two collections of stories, he
has created one of the most brilliant works of contemporary fiction
literature entitled Life Goes According to Your Wishes, published in
2006, and Betting On a Racehorse, published in 2017.
93 - Don’t Worry, Mahsa Moheb Ali, 2008.
94 - Playing Chess with The Doomsday Machine, Ahmad
Habibzadeh, 2008.
95 - Colonel’s Demise, Mahmoud Dolatabadi, 2009.
96 - The Green Garden Dead, Mohammad Reza Bayrami, 2011.
97 - Lost Clouds Alley, Kourosh Asadi, 2016.
98 - The Hellish Times of Mr. Ayaz, Reza Braheni, 2019.
99 - The Revelation of the Greengages Tree, Shkoofeh Azar,
2019.
100 - Scorpion Rearing, Shahriar Mandnipour, 2020.
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Pol Literary Agency in International
Publishing Markets
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ol Literary & Translation Agency with over 20 years of presence in the international publishing scene, with the
aim of helping to improve Iranian publishing potentials around the world and to facilitate the establishment of the
professional relationship between the Iranian publishing market and publishing markets in various countries, has
planned and implemented many activities and programs for effective and continuous presence in the global publishing
markets. The most notable activities and programs of this agency in the last quarter are:
A- Participating in international book fairs:
A-1 Participation in Abu Dhabi and Bologna book fairs;
A-2 Preparing to participate in the Frankfurt, Sharjah, Beijing, Shanghai, Moscow,Bologna, and Seoul book fairs in
2021;
B- Participating in the Istanbul Fellowship Program and preparing to participate in the Catalan Fellowship Program
(Spain) based on the official invitation of the Catalan Book House.
C- Mediating the conclusion of contracts for the purchase of copyright and translation of more than 20 foreign book
titles into Persian, between publishing houses in Iran and publishers from Spain, Ukraine, Turkey, South Korea, Brazil,
and Indonesia.
D- Concluding a contract for the purchase of copyright and translation of more than 10 Iranian book titles between
Iranian and foreign publishers for translation and publication in various languages in foreign countries.
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Iranian Bestseller Authors

Biography:

Reza Amirkhani
(1973-Tehran)
Works:
1996:Ermia
2000:Naser Armani
(Armenian Nasser- 11 Stories)
2002:Az Be
(From-To)
2000:Man-e-oo
(His Ego)
2003:Dastan-e-Sistan
(about ten-day travel with the supreme leader of Iran)
2005:Nasht-e-Nesha
(an article about Iranian brain drain)
2008:Bi Vatan
("Homelandless")
2010:Sar-Lohe-Ha
( His notes in Louh website)
2010:Nafahat -e- Naft
(an essay about oil management)
2010:Jaanestaan-e-Kaabulistan
(Afghanistan Itinerary after 2009 election in Iran)
2012:Gheydar
(Kedar)
2018:Rahesh
(An essay about Management and development of urban
imbalance)
2020:Nim-Dang Pyongyang
(Pyongyang travel literature)
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Reza Amirkhani is a prominent Iranian novelist,
travel writer, and cultural critic who was born in
Tehran in 1973. His first book was during his high
school years at Allameh Helli, but his profession as
a writer started several years later after graduating
from Sharif University. He is mostly known for the
novel "Man-e Ooh" (Persian: )وا نم. Alongside
his novels, he writes articles and commentaries on
contemporary social and cultural issues in Iran.
Reza Amirkhani started writing at high school with
the "ERMIA" novel. He has studied mechanical
engineering at the Sharif University of Technology
and is a graduate of the National Organization for
Development of Exceptional Talents; he also writes
essays and researches about scientific & social
problems. There are also Dastan-e-Sistan and
Nasht-e-Nesha written by him that describe some
social problems and their solutions.
Amirkhani is one of the authors who used these
novice elements of writing which were merely
considered in the public. He is successful in
characterization and tone. Amirkhani used them in
the “Az Beh” and “Qeidar" novels.
He has won many literary awards in Iran and
some of his works have been bestsellers. In
2019, Amirkhani was nominated for the title of the
Islamic Revolution Artist of the Year for his novel
“Salvation”. However, he failed to win the title,
which is granted by the Art Bureau of the Islamic
Ideology Dissemination Organization.
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Introducing Some Works:

His Ego
The novel tells the story of Ali Fattah, a man from a

well-established family in Tehran who falls in love with
Mahtab, the daughter of their family maid. Due to Ali's
belief in pure love, Mahtab declines to marry him until she
becomes sure about her real love for Ali. Mahtab enjoys
guidelines from a dervish named Mostafa, who is a key
character in her life. In the end, however, Ali and Mahtab
die unattached to marry each other in the future life.
Ofoq, a major publisher based in Tehran, released the
original book in 1999. This novel is one of Amirkhani’s
hugely popular novels, which has been republished 38
times. It has been translated into various languages
including Arabic, Russian and Turkish.

A Journey to Afghanistan
(Janestan-e-Kabolestan)
In 2009, Reza Amirkhani went from Mashhad to Afghanistan,
with his wife and son. He went to Afghanistan by chance, but
fell in love with the land’s magical familiarity and difference, at
the same time. Wandering about in neighbor’s lands provided
a chance for Amirkhani to take a second look at Iran; its
new adventures and the future to come. This book is one of
Amirkhani's best-selling titles. The anticipations for its release
were exceptionally sensational. His wise choice of words and
phrases, warm prose on one hand, and witty look over the
similarities and differences between Iran and Afghanistan, on the
other, have turned this title into a bestseller. Amirkhani always
tries to keep a neutral position, and this is why his audience, who
come from different backgrounds of society, trusts him.

A Half of One-Sixth of Pyongyang
Amirkhani visited the North Korean capital of Pyongyang

for nine days during June 2018 as a documentarian.
North Korea remains a country about which not much is
known to the rest of the world. Most news and information
on the country come either from the country's state media or
from accounts penned by defectors who have taken refuge in
South Korea, China, or the West. Most recently, however,
Reza Amirkhani, a prominent Iranian novelist, travel writer,
and cultural critic, has published his North Korea travelogue,
the title of which can be rendered as "A Half of One-Sixth
of Pyongyang". The narrative, according to the author's
classiﬁcation of his works, falls into the category of "those
times/places that I have seen but my audience hasn't"
Amirkhani's travelogue is the product of two trips he took
to the country where the Workers' Party of Korea seems
to control and dominate almost every

“Salvation” (“Rahesh”)
"Re He Sheen" is about the consequences of urban

development for a young couple that lives in Tehran. Re he sheen
are the Persian characters making the word “Shahr” (city) in
Persian, which have been arranged in reverse order.
The ceremony was warmly received by book readers and fans,
who stood in a long line to get into the bookstore to buy copies of
the book autographed by the author.
“Those who are here might think this book is the outcome of
efforts by the writer, but I must say that many have tried to publish
the book and I want to express my thanks to the publisher,”
Amirkhani said in his short speech at the ceremony.

aspect of North Koreans' lives
and the country's present and past
Supreme Leaders are considered
nothing short of demigods by the
public, or at least that is what the State
wants the rest of the world to believe.
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Iranian Bestsellers Publishers

Madresse Publications
Name of the Publishing House: Madresse
Add. No.7, Shahid Haghighattalab Str. Gharani Ave. Tehran-Iran
info@madressehpub.ir

www.madresehpub.ir

Director: Hamidreza Shahabadi

Madresse Publication House is an Iranian publisher affiliated with the Ministry of Education & Training. It is one of the largest publishers of educational books
in Iran.

Madresse Publication House was established in 1980 by the Educational Research and Planning Organization of the Ministry of Education & Training. Mr.
Hamidreza Shahabadi is currently in charge of the management of this institution.
So far, this institute has been able to produce and publish over 3000 book titles in the fields of religion, society, culture, education, and research.
Madresse is exclusively in charge of the production and publication of books and cultural products with an educational and training approach in Iran and operates in
the field of production and publication of educational and non-educational books by employing skilled Iranian experts and authors and using technical and graphic
techniques in accordance with book illustration international standards.

Fields of published books include:
- Children and Young Adults

Title: Gili Gili Series (8 Vols.)
Author: Susan Taghdis
Illustrator: Meysam Musavi
Subject: Fiction (Story)
Year of Publishing: 2017/1st edition
No. of Pages: 20 (each Vol.)
Size: 19×19
Age of Group: 6+

Gili Gili Is Feeling Hot
ISBN: 9789640810873

The weather was very hot. Gili Gili (the little
elephant) went to the crocodile’s pond to swim.
The bigger elephants told him that the crocodile
would not allow that and would eat him up.
But Gili Gili went and asked the crocodile for
permission and the crocodile permitted him to
swim in his pond on the condition that he would
not make the water of the pond muddy and would
not damage its wall. However, by jumping up
and down in the pond, Gili Gili both made the
water muddy and damaged its wall…
The message of the book to children is that
when they make a promise to someone, they
should keep their promise or else they would face
problems. The book contains simple text and
beautiful illustration
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Gilly Gilly and the Bird
ISBN: 9789640810859

Gilly Gilly is a plump and chubby elephant. One day,
it met a small bird on a hill. It talked well of Gilly
Gilly’s big limbs, long trunk, and flat ears. The bird
accepted his words and then flew away with its small
wings. Gilly Gilly said itself: "If such a small bird can
fly, why can't I with such a big body?" It jumped
up but it fell and injured its trunk and ears. This
illustrated book is one volume of Gilly Gilly books
collection enjoying the short text, attractive stories,
and beautiful illustrations. The author aims to teach
moral and behavioral concepts to children.

Title: “Would you Like to be a ….”
Series (5 volumes)
Author: Laleh Jafari
Illustrator: Fariba Asli
Years of Publishing:2017/2nd edition
No. of Pages: 16
Age Group: 3+
Size: 19×19

Would You Like to be a Whale?
ISBN: 9789640812129

Daddy whale went hunting a seal with his
children. They waited in the depth of the sea for
the seals playing on the beach to enter the water.

Right as they entered the water, daddy whale
took his head out of the water and took a deep
breath. So, above his head, a jet of water was
formed. By seeing the jet, one of the young seals
swam toward it but daddy whale felt pity for it and
did not feel like hunting it. So, he and his children
had to return home empty-handed and to eat the
food left from before. This book includes a short
text, beautiful illustrations and an attractive story
that aims to teach children scientific concepts
in the form of illustrative stories. By reading
this book, children will learn useful points about
whales. One of the special features of this book
is the beautiful pictures of whales provided on the
last pages of this book.

Would You Like to be an Elephant?
ISBN: 9789640812129

Mommy elephant and her baby were playing by
the sea. Mommy elephant put her head under the
water but the baby elephant was scared if its mom
may get choked. The baby elephant did not know
that elephants can breathe with their trunk while
their heads are underwater. Later, the mommy
elephant scattered some soil over the baby to
prevent mosquitoes to sit on it and biting it. The
baby elephant got sad about why its mom made
it dirty but its mom explained the reason for that
act. Then, went into the jungle and ate a lot of
tree leaves. This book includes an attractive story,
beautiful illustrations, and short text which tries to
teach children useful points about elephants. One
of the special features of this book is that it includes
a small album of elephants’ beautiful pictures.
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Would You Like to be a Turtle?

ISBN: 9789640812129

Mommy turtle had a lot of eggs containing
babies in her stomach. She walked and walked
until she found a good place on the beach.
There, she hid the eggs under sands. After
some months, baby turtles hatched out the
eggs. They saw there were a lot of crabs and
birds in their surroundings. They got frightened
and went into the sea rapidly. In the sea, they
were not safe because of the big fishes. This
book includes an attractive story, beautiful
illustrations, and a short text which teaches
children things about turtles. One of the special
features of this book is it includes beautiful
pictures of turtles.

Would You Like to be a Goose?
ISBN: 9789640812129

After a long time, mommy goose gave
birth to four babies. After some days,
she threw them into the water to let
them swim. She entered the water
immediately after them to take care of
them. Suddenly, she noticed that instead
of 4 babies, there are six followings her.
These two extra were the babies of her
neighbor who had been lost.
This book includes an attractive story,
beautiful illustrations, and short text
which tries to teach children useful points
about geese. The last pages of the book
include a small album of pictures of
geese.
Would You Like to be a Swan?

ISBN: 9789640812129
Daddy and mommy swan loved their children
so much and took care of them day and night.
One day, mommy swan took them with herself
to swim. Suddenly, daddy swan heard the
sound of a wild duck. The duck wanted to attack
the children but mommy swan concealed her
children's underwater plants and daddy swan
chased the duck. This book includes an attractive
story and beautiful illustrations and it teaches
children useful points about swans. The last

pages of the book are a small album of pictures
of swans.

Title: 7 books Series

Subject: Fiction (Story)
Year of Publishing: 2019/2nd edition
No. of Pages: 20 (each Page)
Size: 19×19
Age of Group: 6+

Hapali Hapou and an Apple

Author: Afsaneh Sha'bannezhad
Illustrator: Mohammadhussein Tavakkoli
ISBN: 9789640812196
Hapali Hapou is a lazy giant kid in the jungle and
does not know what to do when he is alone?
One day when he was lying down under a tree,
he saw an apple on one of the branches. Hapali
Hapou said sadly: How hard it is to pick it up!
My hands and legs will get tired. Who will pick
the apple for me?
Hapali Hapou sees an apple on a branch and
wishes he could get that apple, but being lazy he
goes through certain unexpected incidents…

A Fluttering Game

Author: Sharareh Vazifeshenaas
Illustrator: Mahsa Dor al-Taj
ISBN: 9789640812556
A duckling had lost its mom. The lady of the
farm took it to her home to let it play with her
chickens. The lady, herself, went around looking
for the duckling’s mom. The duckling began to
fight with the chickens while playing near the
pond or with the soul on the ground. When the
duckling’s mom and the farm lady showed up
and saw them fighting with each other, they
suggested they play a fluttering game.
This book includes a short text, beautiful
illustrations, and an attractive story that teaches
children the concept of finding common points for
being a friend and making up.

Shine, Lady Sun

Author: Tahere Kharadvar
Illustrator: Hadise Ghorban
ISBN: 9789640812570

Lady ant was cold so she asked the lady sun to
shine but she could neither hear lady ant’s voice
nor see her. The centipede climbed to the top
of a tree and called lady sun from there. Again,
lady sun could not hear him. The tree shook
its branches asking the lady sun to shine but
she did not hear that too. The crow flew to the
sky and near the clouds and asked lady sun to
shine but lady sun who was sleeping under the
quilt of clouds could not hear him too. The crow
made holes in the clouds. This made clouds rain.
Then, the clouds moved away and lady sun woke
up. This book includes a short text, beautiful
illustrations, and an attractive story.

The Old Bench

Author: Mohammadreza Shams
Illustrator: Sara Khoraman
ISBN: 9789640812578
It was the time of retirement for the class-old
bench. One day, the school servant told it that
he had to take it to a jungle. When it reached
the jungle, the trees welcomed it so warmly and
celebrated it. After passing some days, the old
bench missed the school and desired to go back
to the class. So, the trees helped it to

change the jungle to a school. This book
enjoys a short text, beautiful illustrations,
and an attractive story.
Have You Not Lost a Child?
Author: Sepideh Khalili
Illustrator: Somayye Alipour
ISBN: 9789640812594

The baby hedgehog had lost his mother. The
rabbit wanted to be his mother, but the baby
hedgehog refused. The rabbit got upset and left.
She saw a fox on the way who wanted to hunt
him. The mother hedgehog who was looking for
her child saved her and the Rabbit helped her
find her baby. The book contains a short text
and a beautiful story with beautiful illustrations.
The book “Have You Not Lost a Child?” has
also been published in the form of a film book so
that children, in addition to reading books and
listening to stories, can see and enjoy the story
in the form of a short animation based on the
book.

If you are interested in any of the titles, please contact me at polliteraryagency@gmail.com. *
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A Talk with Iranian Illustrator
Rahele Jomepour Bell
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Rahele came to the United States in 2011 to pursue her dream of being a free
international artist and graduated with an MFA in Integrated Visual Arts from Iowa
State University in 2015. She now lives in the beautiful tiny city of Ames, Iowa, with
her husband and her little girl Darya, and works as a full-time freelance illustrator
in her home studio. She has been an active member of SCBWI since 2012 and
has worked with Cricket Media, children magazines since 2016. Her Illustration
work was selected as a finalist for the SCBWI Bologna 2016 and shortlisted for the
SCBWI Bologna 2018. She has illustrated seven books published by an Iranian
publisher in Tehran. She is the recipient of the 2018 Illustration Mentorship Awards
from We Need Diverse Books #WNDB. In August 2018, she won the portfolio
showcase grand prize award at the SCBWI LA National Conference. She also was
the winner of the 2018 SCBWI Social Media Mentorship for Illustrators at the LA
National Conference. Laurent Linn and Debbie Ohi were her excellent mentors.

BY ELIZABETH BIRD

R

ahele is originally from Iran and saw the war in her home
country when she was just eight years old. Two things
could make her black and white world colorful. One was
all-night family gatherings at her Grandma and Grandpa’s house
every Friday. Her Grandma would tell Rahele fairy tales told her
by her mother that was told to her by her mother. Stories she
has never found in any book. The other was traveling through
books full of images of life and nature made by illustrators from all
around the world, such as Zdeněk Miler, Fyodor Khitruk, Chuck
Richards, Bani Asadi, and Farshid Mesghali. She is happiest
creating illustrations that make the imagination travel, take a new
look at old ideas, and reaffirm the viewer of their natural place in
this world.
Betsy Bird: That you so much for joining me here today? Okay,
so here’s that preliminary question I pull out because I'm always
intrigued by what an illustrator considers a worthy project. In your
case, what drew you to this particular book? What about it, do
you like it the most?
Rahele Jomepour Bell: The minute I read the story of Our
Favorite Day of the Year; I knew there is a voice for me to speak
up in this story as an immigrant artist. I could find myself between
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the characters in this story. I am a person who is open to all
messages caring love from all different cultures and religions in
this world. I love to know more about people and their beliefs;
I think these differences and contrasts bring pure beauty to
this world. We do not have to be similar to get accepted in our
society; we need to respect each other's minds. We can be
friends with all sorts of cultural backgrounds and spiritual forms. I
learned a lot from the characters in this book.
This book had a real challenge, and it was doing a lot of research
during the process of making it. It includes a lot of ethnic, racial,
and lifestyle referrals, and I needed to be careful not to make a
single mistake in order to make the pictures. And I loved it.
BB: This begs the obvious question: What’s your favorite holiday,
personally?
RJB: My favorite holiday is Nowruz. I believe all people in the
world celebrate coming spring everywhere, but perhaps no one
takes the arrival of spring more seriously than Persians. Persian
people have celebrated the festival of Nowruz, the Iranian new
year, for thousands of years. Nowruz means “A New day.” It’s
a holiday admiring rebirth and renewal filled with family, friends,
feasting, music, poetry, and hope for a felicitous new year to
follow. We set up A Haft-sîn table decorated with symbols of
spring and renewal on display. I have included its picture in the
endpapers. Can you find it?
The first thing we do on this day is taking a shower, put on the
new clothes, and sitting around the Haft-sîn table, then making
wishes wordlessly, purifying our taste by trying the Norouz
Persian pastries. Hugging and loving each other and telling this to
each other: “Norouz Mubarak.”
Later, it is the most exciting part, and that is getting ready to go
to Grandparent’s house and spending the rest of the day with
cousins and aunts, uncles. Ahh, it is the happiest day of my life.
I am trying my best to keep it alive for my child Darya here as
much as I can and let her experience the happiness of celebrating
this beautiful day.
BB: Okay. Now I seriously want a Nowruz picture book.
You are originally from Iran, and we’ve been seeing such a
fantastic increase in the number of Iranian artists publishing in
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RJB: My dream book project is picture booking my own stories
with no boundaries to have the freedom to make both pictures
and words.
America today. I know you’ve published in Iran itself. What can
you tell me about the picture books you might find there? What
are the top topics of interest? How does the business differ from
publishing here in America?
RJB: As a child born and grown up in Iran, from the beginning
of life, I was exposed to lots of ornamental and detailed Persian
patterns, from Persian rugs motives to my grandma’s quilt. There
have always been stories behind these images. I remember
sitting and playing with my paper cut characters in the garden,
knitted and pictured in the Persian rug in our living room. I told all
of these to say that Iranian initially are illustrators. If any artist you
find from Iran creates any form of art, you can find the origin of
the narrative skill and storytelling in their artwork. I think because
of that there are lots of great illustrators from Iran.
Iranian love fables and folktales. I found these books are a little bit
less bold here in America to compare them in Iran. People in the
literature field in Iran are trying their best to keep the roots of this
genre active. The taste of children's books I see published in Iran
is more similar to East European books. Publishers and picture
bookmakers are more in the act of exchanging their books with
Europe through book fairs there such as having book exhibitions
in Bologna book fair, Belgrade, and Frankfort book fair.

I know my readers are astute; children are super smart. I want to
make books with less commercial cuteness but more explorative
and imaginative concepts, including emotions and deep feelings,
poetic.
I want to show children that there is no line to be creative and
innovative through my art. I do not see any problem with having
a little bit of bitterness and dark concepts in picture books. Kids
love this stuff. Short answer, just like Maurice Sendak’s books.
BB: Always a good answer. And finally, what are you working on
now?
RJB: I am about to finish my third book’s final artwork. I am
going to miss working with the one and only Laurent Linn, my
art director at Simon and Schuster. This book will be going to
be loved by every single reader, I hope. I can’t wait to share
the Book’s Big Adventure, with the world; written by Adam
Lehrhaupt, publisher: Paula Wiseman Books.
Big time thanks for going out to Rahele for going above and
beyond the call of duty in answering my questions. Thanks
too to Shivani Annirood and the folks at Simon & Schuster for
connecting me with her in the first place.

The big difference I can point to is that there are more
independent publisher houses in Iran to compare it with here in
America.
But the book marketing here is more organized and very welldelineated.
I LOVE working as a picture book maker here in the US because
I have the chance to be alongside many incredible artists and
authors from different countries and getting published by US
publishers. I love the diversity here in the publication industry,
which we do not have in Iran. And it feels like a big gap there,
I believe. When a country brings different people from different
backgrounds and perspectives, it helps any form of industry
always be refreshed and new.
BB: What would be your dream assignment? What kind of book
for kids would you like most to illustrate?
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Recommending some Iranian titles
to translate and publish
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If you are interested in any of the titles, please contact at polliteraryagency@gmail.com.
* IRANIAN GRANT PROGRAM WILL OFFER SUPPORT OF UP TO 3.000.00 EURO
FOR TRANSLATION OR PRINTING.

Atra and accursed necklace in Jinns' land
Author: Seyed Farid Hashemi
Publisher: Ana Pol Pubs.
Year of Publishing: 2021
No. of Pages:230
Size: 21×14
ISBN: 9786229659656
About the book:
The novel Atra and the Cursed Necklace in the Land of
the Jinn is based on the author’s imagination and living
environment in a historical city and relates to several
historical periods and the capital of ancient Iran, and is not
about any supernatural things or other creatures.
The creatures mentioned by the creator of the universe in
heavenly books such as the Quran and the Torah as the
jinn, who are invisible in the human eyes by the will of
God, are different characters in this story. Creatures that,
according to the scriptures, were created from fire and live
more than three thousand years in contrast to the short
lifespan of man who is created from dust; and finally,
moments after death, they go up as smoke into the sky
and disappear.
In the Quran, a complete surah [chapter] is dedicated to
the jinn, in which God says, "We created human beings

and the jinn for servitude and on the Day of Resurrection,
we will cast the oppressors among them, into the Hell
together." The Torah, the heavenly book of the Jews,
introduces Solomon as the prophet who had the most
contact with the jinn and ruled over the jinn, animals, and
wind. During his reign, a group of these creatures was
appointed by God to serve him; in a way that ordinary
people could easily see them, and even one of them
was chosen as Solomon’s vizier to be in charge of the
jinn in his court. It is said that the precious pearls used in
Solomon’s Palace have been obtained by the jinn from
the depths of the seas or other celestial planets.
Very few humans have met these unknown and amazing
creatures, and there are images of these ethereal
creatures in ancient paintings and inscriptions. Despite
the references by God in the scriptures, as well as the
testimony of some human beings in various eras who
could see them with their eyes, the details of their lives
are not mentioned anywhere and they may live more
advanced than humans on other celestial planets. For
this reason, they have remained unknown to us humans,
and maybe they are the same beings that we humans call
extraterrestrials. However, God is more knowledgeable
and knows better.
About the Author
(1977-Izeh)
Seyed Farid Hashemi was born in a
middle-class and art-loving family.
The novel by this author is based on
his imagination and living environment
- which is a historical city – and
relates to several historical periods
and the capital of ancient Iran. The
novel Atra and the Cursed Necklace in the Land of the
Jinn is the author’s first feature novel, and the author’s
imagination has nothing to do with supernatural agents or
other beings.
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Sophia
Author: Masoumeh Kazemi
Publisher: Ana Pol Pubs.
Subject: Fiction literature (novel)
Year of publication: 2021
Number of pages: 188
Size: 14×21
ISBN: 9786229781029
About the Book:
Sophia is the name of one of the three main characters in
the story. The sad story of Sophia and why she and her
husband resorted to illegal immigration is the reality of the
lives of thousands of Afghan men and women who have been
grappling with countless accidents and disturbances for the past
forty years. The story is written in the romantic-social genre,
narrated through two (dramatic and fictional) timelines. The
Baran character in the story’s dramatic timeline is the same
young Sophia of the novel’s fictional timeline. After living in
Germany for 20 years, Baran (Sophia) spends the last days
of her life in a nursing home. She is forty-eight and suffers from
brain cancer. Her adopted son, Ahura, is her only delight that
had survived the ravages of time. He is a physician doctor and
works in a hospital where Baran would eventually land. Ahura
addresses Baran as a mom. Ahura's childhood is included in
detail in the novel's fictional timeline. He is the son of Mahrokh
(one of the three main characters in the story). There is a
great secret in Ahura's life that he is not aware of. According
to Mahrokh's will, Baran took custody of Ahura after her death
and invited him to Germany. Ahura's mistress is a girl named
Mandegar who works as a nurse in a hospital. The madness
that brought Ahura to his knees out of this gray love often
evokes the past in Baran's mind. Years ago, not too long after
Baran arrived in Germany and right after he was released from
the lunatic asylum, he began writing his memoirs. His memoirs
narrate the fictional timeline of the novel.
Afghanistan’s civil war between the country’s ethnic and
political sects hit the nail of the Taliban terrorist regime in 1996
on the head of an unfortunate population. This marked another
beginning for people to flee over the borders. The escape of
Pamir and Sophia from Kabul with two toddlers and the events
that befell them is the pain and suffering of the majority of the
Afghan people. The novel Sophia narrates a great tragedy that
has happened, it is neither fantasy nor fable.
The failed and frustrated love that pervades the depths of
Mahrokh’s soul has not only added to the story’s attractiveness
but also depicts the loud cries of thousands of poor girls who
have fallen victim to some of the wrong traditions in families.
Mahrokh’s biography is narrated in detail in the fictional timeline
of the novel. When the Taliban regime was in power, Sophia
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and Pamir fled Afghanistan and sneaked into Iran. They
had no one in Iran. Before they could secure any refuge for
themselves, one night they stumbled upon a swindler who took
away all their possessions. Despite his will, Pamir is forced to
take refuge in Mahrokh’s house. Mahrokh’s love for his cousin
Pamir still makes her heart beat violently in her chest. Sattar,
Mahrokh’s husband, does not understand the 27-year-old
Mahrokh due to their big age difference and is immersed in his
world. Pamir is fed up by confronting Mahrokh and the past that
haunts him from time to time and inadvertently gets nervous
and aggressive, which sometimes surprises Sophia, “But
why?!”
The present book has three chapters. Different perspectives
have been worked out. Various characters tell the story from
their perspectives. The work has become comprehensible
using techniques such as association, dialogue, marking,
and so on. It has two main timelines (dramatic timeline and
fictional timeline). In the fictional timeline, there are also brief
flashbacks to the more distant past.
About the Author:
Masoumeh Kazemi (1990 - Mashhad /
Iran)
Masoumeh Kazemi is a writer of Afghan
ethnicity living in Germany. She was born
and raised in Iran. I have been interested in
writing since my teenage years. Despite my many homework
assignments, I kept trying to pen something down on paper and
write on any occasion. I was fed up. I wrote more than I spoke.
My young father was ill and my mother strived to be his nurse
rather than his wife. My brother was about to go to primary
school and I would read stories to him at night while putting him
to sleep. Some of the same stories I wrote myself. Afterward,
I would go to my father’s bed. I read poems by Sohrab,
Fereydun Moshiri, and Simin Behbahani. Dad would choose
and I would read.
After my father died, my desire to write multiplied. I wrote many
short stories and poems that except for Sophia’s novel are not
published yet. I am currently writing a new novel in the sociopolitical genre. I believe that one has to read a lot to be able
to write a little. I am very interested in the socio-political genre
and have studied a lot in this field.
My goal in writing is to cry out for justice and fairness, while in
my country, some people may still cutthroats and try to silence
the outcry. I am the generation of war and displacement. So,
everything I write is fused with my flesh and blood.
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Bardia and the Goolakhes
Series
Bardia and the Goolakhes Series (Cap Cloak Prince, The
One-Eyed Oracle, The Word-eating Monster)
Written by: Mehdi Rajabi
ISBN: 978-600-353-420-9, 978-600-353-421-6, 978600-353-422-3
Pages: 164, 188, 300
Ofoq Publishers, 2018
About the Books:
Mehdi Rajabi, the author of the Ogre Conserve and the
Dark Sisters, has created a world of fantasy of his own,
with monsters and poisonous fruits and obvious saviors
and an uncanny hero. The monsters (Goolakhs in Farsi)
talk a special way and each special kid and have a special
aim at the end: to wake up their master who would eat all
the words in the world and therefore, would wipe out the
stories in an instant. Bardia an innocent boy who stammers
and suffers from low self-confidence lives with his parents
in an apartment complex. He has no friend (at the
beginning of course), but his hamster which is no ordinary
hamster, of course. Bardia’s grandfather works at a
library and loves his grandson deeply. Bardia’s seemingly
harmless neighbor, Ms. Soori, is always at the elevator
whenever Bardia enters it. A curious turn of events leads
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to Bardia’s realization that he is no ordinary boy. He is a
wizard, the chosen one, and must fight off the Goolakhs
once and for all. To do so, he must face his deepest fears
and enemies from another land; a land in which horses
are turtles and fruits are cubic and monsters eat words of
books and stories.
Bardia is not alone; his grandfather and a group of his
friends, all wizards, and witches.
The author’s prose is fluent and appealing to young
readers. Rajabi’s imagination is present and has created
a narrative unprecedented in Iran’s contemporary young
adults’ literature. Elements of modern urban spaces
entangled with mystery and wizardry, friendship and trust,
responsibility and fear build the framework of this breathtaking trilogy. The illustrations of the series are an added
value, for they accompany the readers to a new world of
monsters and talking horses and fruits which make your
ears grow long.
Along the way, Bardia finds friendship in the strangest of
places. His best friend is a weird girl who is tough and
honest and sometimes, angry. She has had a tough life
and does not remember her past quite well. Her cactus
helps them a lot in their quest to defeat the Goolakhs and
save the world. Mania is a very special girl, who finds out
about her mother and her ancestors and… her father.
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Book 1: Cap Cloak Prince
Bardia and his parents recently moved into a 27-story
apartment complex. The parents work long hours and
Bardia stays home alone after school. He stammers and
his classmates make fun of him. He is always hurt and
annoyed and his best friend is his hamster. One of their
neighbors, Ms. Soori always comes out of nowhere when
Bardia goes out or comes back home. When Bardia’s
hamster vanished, Ms. Soori told Bardia that she knows
Goolakhs took his pet. Soori gave him a cloak full of
stopples and caps and sent him to the land of Goolakh
and fight Kootoolakh the King. After much adventure and
danger even, Bardi and his hamster found themselves
free and on their way to run away. Soori told Bardi not to
taste anything in Goolakh Land. He didn’t listen, tasted a
strange fruit and now his ears have grown long. He is the
chosen wizard, but he now faces a real problem: what if
his parents see his ears, and what if Goolakhs come back
to take revenge on the Prince? In this volume, Bardia
discovers many new and exciting things about himself and
the world and people around him.
Book 2: The One-Eyed Oracle
The story begins where book 1 had ended. Bardia is
back from that strange land of Goolakhs the monsters
with enlarged ears. Ms. Soori keeps a special liquid
with magical effects. Bardia has trouble with two of his
classmates, a mean twin who bothers Bardia daily. In the
meantime, Bardi meets a girl, Mania, with unprecedented
strangeness. Mania owns a cactus, Alice, who can see
things and transfer them to Mania in their sleep. This
happens to be a crucial bond for their quest to defeat two
Goolakhs who kidnap the annoying twins and take them to
their land.
Bardia accidentally meets a man, with one eye, who
seems homeless and he gives the boy three old bottle caps
to call him from payphones whenever he needed help. This
proves to be a game-changing event for Bardia in a time
of desperate anguish.
Things do not go as planned in Goolakh land and a great
deal of courage, teamwork, and improvisation saves the
day.
Book 3: The Word-Eating Monster
Finally, the monster is awakened: Naghis. Bardia and the
order of supporters. This title is packed with adventures
and dangers for Bardia. The Two Sisters are separated
due to Bardia’s mistake and one is taken by the Goolakhs.
Now the monsters can wake Naghis and pass through
the Dark Gate and destroy all the books in the world. So
now, Bardia and the guardians must take action, pass the
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tunnels of the worlds, and reach the Forest of Hooms. On
their way, they face numerous challenges. For example,
they must keep away from a river, whose water tastes like
Coke, but as soon as they drink, the worst happens. But
there are monsters and Goolakhs to fight off and strange
creatures to keep out. They must stay focused and united
against the enemy of all stories. Towards the end of this
volume, Mania faces a tremendous danger and is brought
back only through the power of love and friendship. She
discovers something mesmerizing about her past and her
ancestors and meets an unlikely man, to only find out that
he might be her father after all.
About the Author:
Mahdi Rajabi was born in August 1980 in
Khomein. He majored in filmmaking and dramatic
literature. Mahdi Rajabi is one of the new
generation writers for children and young adults
who have attracted the attention of his teenage
readers by inventing strange locations and
atmospheres and creating interesting characters.
Rajabi understands the language of today’s youth very
well, and in his works, he trespasses the common divisions
in writing stories for children and young adults and creating
fantastic characters. The teens in Rajabi’s stories are
clumsy, solitary, and reserved heroes who change the path
of the story by their efforts and curiosity.
Rajabi writes for adults as well, and this is perceptible
in his children’s and young adult works. He has also
written scripts for a few series, telefilms, and experimental
animations.
His works, such as Canned Giant, have attracted critics’
and scholars’ attention by introducing new experiments into
Iranian children’s and young adult fiction.
Selected Works:
The Bogeyman Cries at Night (2012), Chekkeh
Publishing Co.
The Money Tree (2014), Gissa
The Mystery of the Magic Tree (2014), Gissa
Canned Giant (2013), Ofogh
The Horse Nightmare (based on Homay and Homayoon,
2014), Ofogh
The Criminal Confesses (2015), Ofogh
The Hair-braiding Sandwich Maker (2015), Ofogh
The Dark Sisters (2015), Ofogh
Selected Awards and Recognitions:
Listed in the International Library of Munich (White
Ravens), Best Book Award from the Children’s Book
Council of Iran, Silver Flying Turtle Award, Best Book
Award from The Children’s and Young Adult Book Festival.
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Doll Making Workshop
(3 Volumes)
Author: Claire Joubert
Illustrator: Claire Joubert
Subject: Fiction (Story)
Publisher: Madresse Pubs.
Year of Publishing: 2018/1st edition
No. of Pages: 24(each Vol.)
Size: 19×19
Age of Group: 3+
The book "Doll Making Workshop" is a three-volume
set, entitled "Foufouki", "Mimino" and "Danino", that
has been written for teaching children how to overcome
problems in communicating with others. The stories take
place within the atmosphere of the workshop and the titles
of the books are taken from the main character of the
stories. The set comprises bitter and sweet events of life
expressed in simple language for children and by using
the doll characters. The text of the books has been written
in a very simple and plain language suitable for child
readers. The books are also decorated with attractive
illustrations by the author of the books, which help
children understand the stories and their message largely.
Foufouki: Baba Ilya finished the cloth seal doll and named
it Foufouki. A girl entered the workshop to buy a doll. She
liked the squirrel doll and bought it. Foufouki objected to
Baba Ilya that had he made a tail for him, the little girl
would have bought him. The two little girls entered the
workshop and bought the velvet parrot and the striped
elephant. Once again Foufouki raised an objection that
had Baba Ilya made wings or a trunk for him the girls
would have liked him. Baba Ilya said: “If you remove
that frown from your face and smile, you will look more
beautiful and children will like you too”. Foufouki burst into
laughter and a boy who had just entered the workshop
liked Foufouki and decided to take him.
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Danino: Baba Ilya's dinosaur doll "Danino" was a little
shy. Whenever anyone came to the workshop to buy
a doll, he would hide behind the other dolls. Baba Ilya
taught him that to handle his shyness; he had to show
himself to others. Finally, one day, a little girl who had
come to the workshop to buy a doll liked Danino and
bought it and took it with her.
Mimino: Baba Ilya made a velvet cat doll and named it
Mimino. He then put it on the shelf next to other dolls for
sale and went about his work to make more dolls. But
Mimino, who was afraid of loneliness, protested that:
“you should always be with me and pat me”. Baba Ilya,
who could not give up his job and stay with Mimino all the
time, had to go after his job. Mimino started harassing
and teasing the other dolls on the shelf and they began to
object and protest loudly.
About the Author
Claire Joubert
(1961-Paris)
Claire Joubert is an author of children's literature, writing
in both French and Persian and sometimes illustrating
for her stories. She has lived in Iran since 1983. He
has a bachelor's degree in educational sciences, a
master's degree in children's literature (distance from
the University of Le Mans, France). She was interested
in reading books and painting when she was a child.
According to her, he is interested in short stories and
novels; she is also very interested in reading books on
applied psychology, story critique, practical mysticism,
memoirs, and, of course, children's picture books. Joubert
has been interested in writing children's literature since
she became a mother and wanted to make her children
interested in books. "On the other hand, the kids asked
me for stories from time to time, and it happened a lot that
I had to make up my own story," she says. "That's when
I started writing." It was from this time that Claire Joubert
began writing and illustrating for children.
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Group 5+1 (4 Vols.)
Author: Farhad Hassanzadeh Illustrated by: Zeinab
Hosseini Publisher: Ofoq Pubs.
Publication Date: 2016
Age Group: 10+
ISBN: 9786003532960, 9786003532977, 9786003532984,
9786003532991
Size: 14.5 cm x 18.5 cm
Pages: 64, 64, 72, 72
-The Troublesome Birthday Party
-The Man Who Found Himself
-Corpse… Unauthorized
-Biz… Biz… Business
Sample English text is available.
About the Books:
P5+1 is the latest work by Farhad Hassanzadeh, who
is among the most well-known authors for children
and young adults in Iran. He has numerous works with
national and international acclaim, such as Goodnight
Commander. In this collection of short novels for younger
readers, there are stories about friendship, unity, a sense
of humor, curiosity, and of course, lots of fun. In recent
years, short novellas for children in the early years of
primary school have been celebrated around the world.
Many critics, school teachers, and parents believe such
books will help them to raise book-loving children and
adolescents. G5+1 is one of few Iranian series, with
interesting characters, whose relationships and friendships
are full of unexpected adventures and life lessons.
Therefore, translating this series would not cause any
damage to its authenticity.
The stories revolve around 5 kids (and the plus one, is
one of the boys’ younger sister) who are neighbors in
an apartment, and they face various stories, such as an
unwanted birthday, burglary in their building, a strange
man, and funny enough, running a house business in
order to have enough money to buy out their school.
Everybody knows 5 plus 1 equals 6, oh, but not here.
Here 5 plus 1 equals storm, typhoon, earthquake, clamor,
cheer, glee, and one hundred other things!

writers for children and young adults. Hassanzadeh has
pursued writing humor for children earnestly. He deals
with concepts that are important for teenagers by focusing
to portray their concerns. Due to what he experienced in
his own life he tries to show the problems of war, such as
migration, for children in his works. Farhad has penned
more than one hundred books and most of them released
by Iranian great publishers. Some of his books have been
translated into other languages and published in various
countries.
Some of his Books:
The statues' Finger (1997)
Bath Symphony (1995)
The Raisin smiles of the Happy Family (2003)
The Seventh Bench by the Lake (2006)
The Scorpions of the Ship Bambak (2009)
This Weblog is Relinquished (2013)
Carrot Milkshake (2015)
Awards:
Hassanzadeh has been nominated for the International
Astrid Lingren Award (2017) and Hans Christian
Andersen Award (2018). He has awarded many literary
prizes in Iran and abroad as well such as:
-Best Book Award from the Cultural Society of Children's
Publishers
-Silver Flying Turtle Award
-Children's Special Book Award
-Best Book Award from Shahid Ghanipour Book Festival

About the Author:
Farhad Hassanzadeh
(1960-Abadan)
Farhad Hassanzadeh an Iranian wellknown author and humorist started
his professional career in the field
of children and young adults book
in 1989. He is the founder of the Iranian Association of
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The Fish of
the Polluted Waters
Author: Shahriar Hedayati
Subject: Fiction (novel)
Publisher: Nouroozi Publishing House
Year of Publishing: 2020
No. of Pages: 130
Size: 14×21
ISBN: 9786220206
English and Arabic texts are available
About the book
Farshad Khodaee is about to get married to a Japanese girl.
He looks at himself in the mirror and sinks into the past. His
acquaintance with his wife goes back to the accident of his best
friend, Morteza, with whom he had grown up together since
childhood. Morteza is another illegal immigrant like Farshad and
his legs were amputated in an accident and stayed in a coma
for six months . . .
Hiroku, Farshad’s Japanese wife, becomes a Moslem and
comes to Iran and gets pregnant.
They go to Japan to give birth to their child. Due to the
misfortunes of life and Farshad's addiction, their lives are
immersed in a haze of ambiguity, and eventually, they
separate while the child stays with the mother in Japan . . .
The following years of Farshad's life are spent in isolation and
self-destruction. He has starred in movies and theater scenes
for many years and tries to return to normal life with the help of
his friends and find his daughter. His daughter, Ayaneh, is now
a 25-year-old woman and they find each other on Facebook
website. . .
This book has many features, including:
1- Being both easy and in-depth (everyone may understand
this book according to his/her level of literacy, social class, and
social status);
2- Demonstrating the national attitude or character of Iranians
in detail since 1971;
3- A comprehensive analysis of social psychology;
4- Demonstrating the destructive outcome of war and PTSD;
5- Introducing the country of Japan in the ninth decade of the
twentieth century from the perspective of an immigrant;
6- Comparative study of the cultures of the two ancient eastern
nations of Iran and Japan;
7- Addressing the social and historical events of contemporary
Iran;
8- A philosophical look at the place of man in civilization;
9- Analysis of the revolution event in Iran;
10 - Introducing tourist attractions in Iran and Japan;
11- Philosophical critique of modernity and postmodernism.
The book The Polluted Water Fish was the best-selling book in
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2020 in Iran.
The titles of the book sections are as follows:
- Sudoku
- Freud
- The War train
- The Passenger
- The Fall of the Titans
About the Author:
Shahriar Hedayati
(1983-Behshahr)
Shahriar Hedayati is a prolific Iranian author,
researcher, and documentary filmmaker
who began writing at the age of 15 by writing articles for
Iranian newspapers and magazines. In addition to writing and
researching, he gives lectures in various scientific and cultural
forums. So far, many of his writings have been published and
welcomed in Iran. These include:
1- Research in Fiction Literature
2- Pseudo-Nonsensical Anecdotes
3- Zahak Saga
4. [The] Bridge of Thirty-Three [Spans]
5- The Polluted Water Fish
6. Anna
7- Punishment of a Game
Shahriar Hedayati has succeeded in receiving various awards
and trophies from the country's festivals and literary and cultural
events. Some of the awards are as follows:
1- The second-place runner-up of Kharazmi Youth Festival,
1999;
2- Awarding the title of the representative of Lacanianism in the
field of novel writing by ILNA News Agency;
3- The Culture Award from the people involved with the book
Nevada Girl White Feather.
Shahriyar Hedayati lives with his family in Tehran, and at the
time being, he is writing the biography of master Mohammad
Reza Shajarian, one of the most famous singers of the classical
genre. He also holds storytelling workshops and specialized
meetings on literature and writing.
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Iranian Books on Amazon Book
Under the cooperation of Pol Literary &
Translation Agency with publishing houses
in the USA, the English versions of many
books by Iranian authors have been placed on
reputable online book sales websites, including
the Amazon website, for online global sales.
These books have been welcomed by book
lovers around the world. Is. Some of the Iranian
works that have been introduced to book lovers
around the world are as follows:

ATRA AND THE CURSED NECKLACE IN JINN'S LAND
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B095N1WFXH/
Author: Fakhroldin Moosavi Hashemi
Publisher: Ana Pol Publication House
Subject: Fiction (Novel)
Year of publishing: 2020/1st edition
No. of Pages: 285 /Paperback
The Fish of the Polluted Waters
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B096L38154
Author: Shahriar Hedayati
Subject: Fiction (novel)
Publisher: Nouroozi Publishing House
Year of Publishing: 2020
No. of Pages: 130
Size: 14×21
ISBN: 9786220206
The Sailor's Story
https://www.amazon.com/Sailors-Story-Mojgan-Aslian
Author: Mojgan Aslian
Publisher: Supreme Art/USA
Date of Publishing: 2020
No. of Pages:40
Size:14×21
ISBN: 9781942912552
Sleep, Dream, Imagination, and Story
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08RP1YVLL
Author: Zohreh Biabani (Shahro)
Subject: Non-Fiction
Publisher: Supreme Art, USA
Year of Publishing: 2020
No. of Pages: 100
Size: 14×21
ISBN: 978-1942912750
How to “Immunize” Children against Drug and Alcohol
Abuse
(A Research-Based Guide Focusing on Early Childhood)
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1947464140
Author: Nozar Nakha'ee
Publisher: American Academic Research, USA (December
12, 2020)
Language: English
Paperback: 37 pages
ISBN: 978-1947464148

Founded in 2005, POL is a full-service agent
Literary & Translation Agency
that translates
Iranian books and represents
Persian language publishers, authors, and
illustrators across the world. POL Try to
make publicity of Iranian books through
the introduction and presentation in major
international cultural events such as book fairs
to sell their rights as well as identifying and
introducing useful books from other countries
to translate and publish in Iran.
At present POL handles the rights of more than
60 Iranian authors and publishers’ titles to sell
their rights. As for buying right, we present the
rights of many publishers from the different
countries to buy their Persian Language right to
Iranian publishers.

POL Publishes and distributes the quarterly titled
“PUBLISHING IN IRAN MAGAZINE” to report on
the operation and development of the Iranian book
market and publishing industry every season.

Services and Editorial Developments:
Publicity of Iranian books through introduction and
presentation of books in major international book fairs
and through contacts and negotiation with literary
agencies and publishers throughout the world.
Handling the rights of more than 60 Iranian
authors and publishers' titles to sell their rights.
Representing the rights of many publishers from
the different countries to buy their Persian Language
right to the Iranian publishers.
Translation and editing books from Persian
(Farsi) into other languages and vice versa.
Co-publishing and co-editions books with
publishers in other countries.

Main Programs
Children books: Chapter books, Picture books,
Young Adults: Novels, short stories,
Fiction: Literary, popular fiction, war, historical,
short stories,
Non-fiction: Memoirs, narrative, science, cultural

Pol Literary & Translation Agency
Contact Person: Majid
polliteraryagency@gmail.com

affairs, biographies, diaries, religious,
Awarded books,

Iran

Turkey

Unit.8, No.80, Inghlab Squ., Tehran-Iran,

Tel:+98 21 66480369-66478558-66907693
Fax: +98 21 66480369

www.pol-ir.ir

Unit.4,No.6,TaskendStr.,Levent,Istanbul- Turkey
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